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Abstract: Nowadays WeChat app considered as the major communication method in china. Several research marketers consider it as a key program for followers’ engagement. The impact of social media and Internet networks technology on individuals behavior and decision making related to students hunting studying abroad become accustomed to the new trends and developments being more approachable and effective in adopting, implementing recruitment and marketing techniques tools for higher educational institutions. The aim of this study is to Investigate whether the social media based-marketing for universities via wechat has a direct effect on both the university brand identification linked to the foreign registered students’ emotions as well as its correlation with the universities marketing methods efficiency. 200 subjects have been chosen for this study and a questionnaire has been done on them in terms of social media, brand attachment and customer engaged factors as an engagement circle, AMOS software was used for statistical analysis. The majority of subjects prefer using wechat with a (188) respondents for (94%) followed by others social media unnamed depends to the respondents for (6) respondents and (3%), meanwhile there were (5) for (2.5%) respondents using QQ ending with one responding for using weibo for (0.5%). Most of respondents enthusiastic about daily using and checking for their social media with (49.5%) at scale of (agree), the majority at (46.5%) agree and interesting about the updating news for Chinese universities in CSM. (41%) of respondents agree that the CSM interesting rather than former usage in their countries. Wechat variable marketing questions measurement that the majority agree with keep using CSM after graduating at(44%) with (88) respondents, additionally the majority agree at(49.5%) that the information about Chinese university in wechat ads are useful for them, followed with (37%) agree that they are learning from the official accounts for Chinese universities in Wechat sites. The most portion numbers of respondents foreign students agree at(36%) that the multimedia ads of CSM represent their requirements about Chinese university with (32%) neutral , Respondents agree emotionally connected to CSM of their university , followed at (40%) agree that will feel emotionally attached if the recruitment reply on their feedback through the social media of their universities.ended with majority of respondents agree following others universities official accounts at (34.5%). It has been concluded that there is a strong relation between the social media marketing and the foreign students emotions enhancing the efficiency of the Chinese universities as a brand attachment.

I. Introduction

- **The social media:**
  it’s a way of communication between people and associations to share information and subjects interests as news, business, ideas, technologies, photos and videos to reach the final benefits such as (a money profit, keep in touch and updating news with friends and family or advertising for products and services) inside the web 2.0 internet, mobile networks or another public or privet networks in a groups or individual.

- **social media based-marketing**
  To classify this dimension we need first to classify it separately, the social media and marketing, respectively to reach the classification role of this dimension while we categorize the social media up, therefore it needs to describe the marketing which is sharing the information about the services and products of the companies and organizations in set of processes describing by using a simply direct or twisted language to the end user (consumer) about what they have and consumer needs such as prices, offers, new products, new technologies and make the organization expended to the more and more users and markets.

  Then the social media based-marketing mean or catalog under using the marketing up in social media to branding or customize them products or services for the end user.
Students emotions

The emotion can be seen in every part of our life from attitude, action, reaction or behavior related to our gender, culture, environment, our historical medical history background, the available way of expressions and others. Besides that selling, giving, marketing or advertisement of any service must know the conceptual acceptance required reaching or gain the final require benefits, Emotion research is frequently classified into psychological and sociological approaches. In order to get the nearest definition of the emotion in social media based-marketing needed to present the categorization of emotions in different science fields because the authors or researchers define the emotions under the requirements needed or their fields of interest to obtain an extensive classification to the student emotions.

Figure 1

- General benefits of using social media based-marketing for universities
  1) Examine the implementation and the efficiency in the fields that organization interest in by increasing or decreasing the number of users inside the usage social media.
  2) Define the strategy of the university for the students regarding their requirements.
  3) Make the students updating in advance about the new or the developments rules for their studies.
  4) Make the university in a close attach with the students by categorizing and knowing their emotions and responding comments, beside keep in touch with the alumni also after graduations for future studies and partnerships works interests.
  5) Being in a close with the competitors by knowing the other universities usage social media or officials internet web and their new researchers and interesting new topics and developments methods.
  6) Make the universities in globalization and internationalization to attract more talent and alumni from all over the world depending at the using language and the university interesting.
  7) Discovering the loyalty of the students and universities recruitments scales.
  8) Built a strength relationship between the users (students) and the recruitments (the teachers and the employees).
  9) Attract more talent and researchers through the advertising of new conferences and seminars’ inside the usage social media or the web 2.0.
  10) Can spot specific users through the location services usage in the social media such as google, wechat.
  11) The most powerful role in the social media can be seen in the availability access for all the consumers all over the world.

Figure 2
WeChat

WeChat is an app considered the giant communication platform in China and for many abroad of China it is equaled to WhatsApp, Facebook, Amazon or Instagram of China. It is a mobile phone voice and text messaging communication service that supports video and text chat, video/photo and location sharing, video calling, broadcasting messages, discovering new people, photo sharing and group messaging. Many marketers consider WeChat as a unique tool to engage the fans and customers of their brands. Since launched to markets in Jan 2011 by Tencent company in name of (Weixin) means (micro message) labeled after as his name now for international markets.

For any business looking to market in China and internationally, WeChat should be at the very center of its social media based-marketing plan. Despite launching a specified six years ago, WeChat already boasts more than 700 million users, with around 500 millions in China alone and daily active user more than 400 millions. When it comes to social networking in China, WeChat is the unchallenged champ. WeChat compiles many of the features and tools of the world’s largest social media platforms in a simple package while incorporating every aspect of day-to-day life within it. By sound into this heavy resource, companies can roll out marketing campaigns that utilize numerous facets of the user’s world.

II. Methodology

This study is a quantitative research formulation instrument in three sections, demographic questions, model elements understanding as a multiple choice in 5 scale to check the hypotheses of research and open-ended questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question types of research survey</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Question numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic</td>
<td>For first part and its an integral part of any questionnaire, They are used to identify characteristics such as age, gender, race, geographic place of residence, etc. Demographic data helps to establish a more accurate picture of the group of persons you are trying to understand.</td>
<td>Q1-Q8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Choice</td>
<td>Consists of three or more exhaustive, mutually exclusive categories. Multiple choice questions can be asked for respondents to select anywhere from or more answers. This type of question may include an “other” category.</td>
<td>Q9(1-24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-Ended</td>
<td>questions seek to explore the qualitative, in-depth aspect of a particular topic or issue. It gives the respondent an opportunity to respond in more detail and to validate the relevant responses.</td>
<td>Q10-Q15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 How the questions have been designed?

As mentioned above the questionnaire built in three sections or parts and approached to the respective foreign students respondents through the online Chinese survey website called (www.sojump.com) and send the questionnaire by wechat contacts and emails, in this website can check the respondents figures in advance to reach the minimum of needs reach to stop the survey and obtain the data from website immediately, below the description how structured the questionnaire:

- **Demographic section**
  Built in the first part of questionnaire to check the identification of the respondents in eight questions as multiple choices design, thus demographic question sequences was for nationality according to the world continent, Age in three categories, Gender, Social status, Financial status for study and living expenses, Family members, education level (Although there was a diversity in the courses studied from the universities in China to obtain a specific degrees, we divided it to the main degrees bachelor, master and PhD), the social media preferring to contact with teachers and students in china (its structured regarding to the most common usage social media apps in china now).

- **Multiple choice**
  This part structured in 24 questions within Q9 related to the research model to check its elements through three questions each conducted to the conceptual hypothesis of this study, beside it was instrument and transformed from the related researcher basic questions in same elements to fit in the research title. Below illustrate the questions related to elements sequences as the questions in questionnaire.

  - **Information**
    The first three question (9/1-3) refer this variable to measure its quality and representing identity to improving the informativeness that provided by wechat.

  - **Interesting**
    The Qs (9/4-6) refer to this variable to measure the enthusiastic of users in social media and their interesting in two sides about the updating and checking the news to modify this variable.
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- **Effectiveness**
  This variable refer for it by Qs(9/7-9) to improve the wechat efficiency in both long and short term as using the future intention in using it which its basic to the universities marketing technique tools beside the usefulness for the user in present time as on the side of learning which actually its basic framework of universities.

- **Multi methods of screening the information**
  The Qs(9/10-12) refer for this variable to check its representing their requirements and to see if the comments can be also use as a methods to show the information about universities beside the ordinary methods (photos, videos, articles and voice), beside it can be shown in different colors or ways to the readers or followers regarding to the likes or written notes from the recruitments or effective followers in wechat, in brief to using it as a measurement method.

- **Brand attachment**
  The three questions (9/13-15) instrument and structured based to the definition of(Christine Oneto, 2014), to see the impact of emotion in attaching or connecting the user to their universities and the university as brand attachment affect on the student through the competition of others universities and the university must do extra work on their official accounts in social media.

- **WOM Behavior**
  The Qs (9/16-18) built to present this factor and measure it by knowing the efficiency of user and the impact of comments in social media sites on decisions as a significant marketing tool to check the behavior of respondents in this side.

- **Loyalty**
  This factor measure in Q(9/19-21) by seek the impact of student loyal and trust in university decision making in present time, to continue her or his study for further studies to check the loyalty in long term after graduation and asking the respondents a direct question in their loyalty to their universities to check the factor its self.

- **Satisfaction**
  In last for consumer satisfaction was measure by three steps, first, the satisfaction of student in the university official site, second, in the happiness with it and third with pleasing with it to see the impact of this factor.

- **Open-Ended questions**
  This part structured to further studies and checking the marketing implementation limitations of research beside its gives the respondents more space to show their feeling, difficulties and their suggestions which helps in more ideas for more studies.

- **Samples of respondents**
  the respondents of this study only the foreigner students who study in Huazhong university of science and technology, Wuhan, China, approached online to more than 230 two hundred thirty students from more than 2500 students study in this university with percentage near to 10% of them.

- **Collection of the data**
  After approaching the questionnaire online for ten days to perspective student randomly, obtain the results from the website and stop the survey ended with a statistic analysis by AMOS statistic software.

III. Results

Regression analysis was used to investigate the hypothesis that brand attachment mediates the effect of wechat variable marketing on customer implicated factors. Wechat variable marketing Information (MeanWInfo) has a direct impact on brand attachment (BAMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below. Wechat variable marketing Interesting (MeanWInt) has a direct impact on brand attachment (BAMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below. Wechat variable marketing Effectiveness (MeanWEff) has a direct impact on brand attachment (BAMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below.

Wechat variable marketing Multi methods screening the information (MeanWMMSI) has a direct impact on brand attachment (BAMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below. Brand attachment (BAMean) has a direct impact on Consumer implicated factor word of mouth (behavior) (WOMMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below. Brand attachment (BAMean) has a direct impact on Consumer implicated factor loyalty (LMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below. Brand attachment (BAMean) has a direct impact on Consumer implicated factor satisfaction (SMean) because less than 0.000 which is significant regarding to (β 0.000 <0.05) shown in table 2 below.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Regression Weights for Default model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWInfo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWInt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWEff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWMMSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMMean &lt;--- BAMean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMean &lt;--- BAMean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMean &lt;--- BAMean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Standardized Regression Weights for Default model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWInfo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWInt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWEff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMean &lt;--- MeanWMMSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMMean &lt;--- BAMean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMean &lt;--- BAMean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMean &lt;--- BAMean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. Discussion

That is a strength relationship between the social media based-marketing refer it by its variables which this research narrow it in four variables in WeChat app and the development of Chinese universities as brand attachment related to the time role responding due on the emotions of the consumer in three factors of emotions as register student, additionally the more improving their efficiency in the university social media more they will obtain students in short and long term from all over the world related to the social media with considerate the students emotions in this media, although cannot ignore making updating of teaching methods depends on the consumer emotions and historical testing facts made the increasing of foreigners students in china and made the Chinese universities in more high ranking for the universities all over the world which the social media and the internet is a huge part from it.

From the findings of this study we declared that the social media marketing has a strong impact on students attraction and the usage of the Wechat in Chinese universities is one of the major tools for marketing in our days now, accordingly all the universities should pay more attention for the sake of marketing regarding social media. In this study we figured out that the principle variables of social media that attract the students includes the direct contact between them and the supervisors or teachers, thus they feel more confident and get an easy way of communication with the instructors and can simply express their interests of study in advance.

Furthermore, this study also demonstrates that social media marketing has a direct effect on the brand attachment influencing the students to study and improve their education needs. In addition to the two factors above, Emotions are the key point that directly play a major base of students regarding universities selection; comments and likes posted on the university wechat account have an intimate relation to the students emotions, therefore all of the universities should put into their consideration the enhancement of their account to get more students emotionally influenced to study there.

In order to summarize the previous factors, managers should pay attention to the following points:

1) Intensive development of their social media marketing tools and makes a regular upgrade of their latest events to attract the students especially for WeChat app as the paradigm app of this study.

2) Brand attachment amplification within the usage of wechat as a social media marketing method in Chinese universities as wechat is the most common application used.

3) Hardly work on the key factors that affect the students’ emotions via social media marketing to increase the number of the students looking for study at their universities by making a separate section of employees concerning students’ emotions not only for study but also for the atmosphere of life study and activities.

4) The managers should highly consider the model of this study as one piece from the social media to consumer as students in their marketing plans tools if they want to attract more students and improve their efficiency in higher education competition nationally and globally.
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5) The marketing managers in Chinese universities should use the WeChat app as a major marketing tool in their marketing technique, regarding to it’s highly speed development and contain all the features that they need to their marketing as the multi unlimited methods to show their information within its variables.

6) The marketing managers should use the benefit of translating to many languages in WeChat app the other social media apps not have this feature to attract more international students to study in their universities from different cultures all over the world and break the barrier between the students and higher education’s organizations.

7) for the ease of money transfer in WeChat app within it benefits, the managers should concern it as benefit to them in paying the student’s expenses, students can pay their tuition fees and others via we chat, beside can divide the installments to specific dates and terms regarding to their systems of finance.

8) As one of the respondents argue that the official accounts in Chinese social media poor and not present their university which give a suggestions to the managers to improve their information quality in their accounts.

V. Conclusion

Nowadays, Marketing has become the sword for any organization looking for success, going trough small companies, industries, restaurants, schools, universities and etc. In this study, Marketing for universities was the main core of the objective. As we all know that education is one of the most important targets for society, accordingly the education market is being highly improved to attract the subjects (students) to fulfill their requirements of learning. Proper university marketing has a direct impact on the prospective students based on the quality of learning that every student needs. There are several factors attracting the students, such as: student life, the atmosphere of study and research and subjects related to the students major of interests and etc.

Many students recently look for studying abroad in order to be exposed to different education systems, cultures and societies that influence their career positively. Thus, many universities are trying to improve their marketing systems for the means of students’ attraction; Social media plays a major role throughout life in different purposes, mean while social media based marketing has been strongly used. We chat application was the tool of social media based marketing in this study because it has been the most used app in china especially for the higher education field, based on the questionnaire done.
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